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ANGLES and POSITIONS This document show how to program all
positions of a process.

  
I – Example : Moving axis

 
Here is the first screen of PanoMachine at start up : 

Matrix:                 Info
Horiz = 0° 

It means three things :
1. PanoMachine is in Matrix mode 
2. Horizontal position is zero degree. Position can be positive or negative.
3. “Info” label means that this position is just a information for the user. This position will not 

be used by PanoMachine to control processes (origin of horizontal angles for this axis will 
be the current position . Have a look to next page for more details) .

By pushing on + button, horizontal axis will move to positive direction.
By pushing on - button, horizontal axis will move to negative direction.

Example : After pushing on + button for about 3 seconds, the display will looks something like 
this :

Matrix:                Info
Horiz = 32° 

32° is position of horizontal axis.
If you push on STOP button, the position will be resetted to ZERO degree.

Now,  pushing on the NEXT arrow button .  Here is the next screen that will show vertical axis 
position :

Matrix:                Memo
Vertic = 30° 

It works like for horizontal axis but “Memo” label indicates that the position is used by 
PanoMachine for processes.  This is RefPos option.
Each RefPos option can be set to “Info” or to “Memo” mode .



I – Setting the Zero position (reference) 

Reference of position of each axis can be modified in options RefPos (options=show):
RefPos can be set to 0°atStart or to Memorized.

• RefPos =0°atStart
The reference of all the positions set for this axis will be the c  urrent position at start of the
process. 
Label “Info” is shown on the Manual move display to indicate that this position is just for 
information.

• RefPos=Memorized
The reference of all the positions set for this axis will be the position set to ZERO degree 
by the user during manual move operation (by pressing to STOP button) . 
Label “Memo” is shown on the Manual move display to indicate that this position is 
memorized and used for control of processes.

 
But if the PanoMachine is controlled by a remote control system (as Bluetooth),  you will probably 
prefer to choose Memorized for vertical RefPos value, because you will not move the 
PanoMachine manually …
 
As the PanoMachine can be moved by hand horizontaly but not verticaly, this options are usually 
set to this :

• Horizontal axis : RefPos =0°atStart          (Info)
• Vertical axis             : RefPos = Memorized     (Memo)

This way, the horizontal 0° position is the current position (you can move it by hand as you want) 
and the vertical position is memorized.

 Note :when the vertical position is memorized , you need to adjust this position only one time,  
usually setting 0° when the axis of lens is horizontal. The PanoMachine will remember this position
even if it is switched off.

III : Calculators

There are 2 calculators :

• The first calculator calculates panorama angle and panning angle , accordingly to the 
position of first picture and the position of last picture.

• The second calculator calculates the number of positions between first and last positions 
accordingly to the minimum overlap value (between 2 consecutive pictures) . This calculator
can be diseabled.



Angle Calculator

Have a look to these pictures : you will notice that :
  the panning angle is not equal to the panorama angle  (final result after stitching of pictures) ...

PANORAMA   ANGLE   =   PANNING   ANGLE   +    FOV

For programming of PanoMachine, the user will choose the FIRST POSITION  of shooting and 
the LAST POSITION of shooting. With theses two values, you can program any direction, any 
start position and stop position and any angle of the shooting. 
(These two positions are relative too the zero positions that you adjust for each axis. )



The PanoMachine will show the resulting Panning Angle and the resulting Panorama Angle (wich is
equal to Angle of Panning + FOV) .  

• FOV is the Field of View of camera + lens . This value is calculated by the PanoMachine 
with the values set by the user in parameters SENSOR and LENS ( Choose 
OPTIONS=SHOW to change these parameters)

Example: 
If  FIRST POSITION = 0°  ,  LAST POSITION = 180° ,  APSC camera and 18mm lens        
The PanoMachine will take pictures from the current position to 180° (clockwise direction).
The angle of final panoramic picture will be 180° + 44° = 224° 
(Field of view of camera + lens is 44°)

If necessary, the user can change the Panorama Angle in two different ways :

1. Just by pushing PLUS and MINUS buttons when the panorama angle will be displayed. The 
panning angle and the panorama angle will be increased or decreased .  The FIRST 
POSITION and the LAST POSITION values (and then the panning angle) will be changed  
accordingly.

2. By changing directly FIRST and LAST POSITION values (going back to previous 
parameters). Prefer this way.

Example: 
If  FIRST POSITION = -90°  ,  LAST POSITION = 90° ,  APSC camera and 18mm lens        
The angle of final panoramic picture will be 180° + 44° = 224° 
If the user press the “minus” button until the the angle of panorama is 180°, then the panning angle 
will be reduced to 136°. FIRST POSITION will be changed to – 68° and LAST POSITION will be 
changed to 68°.

The FIRST POSITION and the Last POSITION are not necesseraly symetric. 
As a example, it is possible to set these values : FIRST POSITION= -20° ,  LAST POSITION=160°
, wich means a panning angle of 180°, with FIRST POSITION 20° before current position (With a 
APSC camera and 18mm lens, total angle of final panoramic picture will be 180° + 44° = 224° ). 

Examples with a  APS-C camera and a 18mm lens (FOV=44 degrees )
First 
Position

Last 
Position

panning 
angle

panorama 
angle

Direction 
of panning

Description

0° 180° 180° 180+44=224° Clockwise The PanoMachine will made a serie of pictures between 
current position to 180° , clockwise direction

0° -134° 134° 134+44=180° Counter
Cloclwise

Counterclockwise rotation.

-100° 100° 200° 200+44=244° Cloclwise The PanoMachine will made a serie of shoots centered to 
current position.

100° -100° 200° 200+44=244° Counter
Cloclwise

Similar to last case but with a counterclockwise rotation.

-30° 90° 120° 120+44=164° Cloclwise The PanoMachine will made a serie of pictures beginning 
30° before current position and finishing 120° after 
current position.

Nota : There is a FIRST POSITION value and a LAST POSITION value for each axis.



So, here are the parameters used for setting angles:

FirstPos                                           Nota : There is a First Position for each axis.
This is the position of the first shoot . It can be positive or negative.

LastPos                                        Nota : There is a  Start Position for each axis.
This position is the position of the last shoot. It can be positive or negative.
Start Position and Last Position will give the panning angle.

Pano                                                Nota : There is a  angle for each axis.
This is the angles of panorama specified in degrees.
Example: When display shows this :

Pano220+50=270°   

 It means this: - Panorama Angle is 270°
- Panning Angle is 220°
- Camera FOV is 50°

It is possible to change Panorama Angle and Panning Angle by pressing “plus” or “minus” keys .
Camera FOV will stay the same (it can be changed only by changing SENSOR and LENS options)
Example : Pressing two times the “minus” key will give this result : 

Pano218+50=268°
FirstPos and LastPos are changed symetricaly. To change these positions , it can be more convenient
to go back to FirstPos and LastPos modification screens.

There is another option which can be useful especially for multiple panorama process :
DockPos                                       Nota : There is a  Docking Position for each axis.
This position is the position for docking axis at end of process. It can be positive or negative.
At end of process, the axis will go back to this position. 
Example : 
DockPos = 180° means that the axis will go to the 180° position at end of process.
When shooting multiple panoramas (with NbrPano option), setting a small DockPos will allow 
making timelapse process with panorama take of view. Here is a example : 
NbrPano=100 , DockPos=2° : The PanoMachine will made 100 panoramas and each panorama will 
have a start position of 2 ° to the previous one. 
First panorama will start at 0°
Second panorama will start at 2°
Third panorama will start at 6°
Fourth panorama will start at 8° ….. etc 
Then, it is possible to made a timelapse movie with panoramic pictures. Of course, it will be a long 
work to stitch all these pictures, but the result could be really great !  

REMENBER : all angles are set in degrees and the zero degree origin is set by the user , according 
to the RefPos option  :

• 0°atStart : origin is the current position
• memorized : origine is the position choosen by the user when he press the STOP button in 

Position screen (see first page)

– Origin of angles is not the First position or the last position , it is only the place where 
angle is zero degree (as there is a Zero position on any rule …)



Here are some examples of process . All cases have a 180° angle of panning.
Position of the camera at start is 0° if  RefPos=0°atStart.

1 - Clockwise rotation  (First position at current position if RefPos=0°atStart)

2 - Counterclockwise rotation  (First position at current position if RefPos=0°atStart)



3 - Clockwise rotation  (center of panorama at aiming of the camera at start if RefPos=0°atStart)

4 - Counterclockwise rotation   (center of panorama at aiming of the camera at start if 
RefPos=0°atStart)



5 - Clockwise rotation  (aiming of the camera at start is the second picture of panorama if 
RefPos=0°atStart)

6 - Clockwise rotation  (aiming of the camera at start is centered on left side of panorama if 
RefPos=0°atStart , FOV=60°)



Calculator for Number of Positions 

NbrPos = Calculate or Set 

If    NbrPos   is calculated , the PanoMachine calculates the number of positions according to total 
panorama angle and with respect of the given Minimum Overlap value (this value can be set in 
options parameters). 
This is the defaut option.

If    NbrPos   is set , the user sets the Number of Positions . 
The PanoMachine will show the resulting overlap value, as a indication (Of course, Minimum 
Overlap option value will not be used) 
Note : In this case, the overlap between pictures can be 0% if you set a too low number of pictures !

 


